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Getting ROI from the Web Is Everyone's Job   

   Right now someone is clicking on your website, and knowing everything you can about those clicks and the people that make them is a business imperative. That's the first of a set of compelling business lessons distilled from the authors' decade of experience with the world's most powerful online brands. These lessons help executives, marketers, web managers, designers, and developers take action based on the actual behavior of site visitors.   

   This book is about the why, not just the how, of web analytics and the rules for developing a "culture of analysis" inside your organization. Why you should collect various types of data. Why you need a strategy. Why it must remain flexible. Why your data must generate meaningful action. Inside you'll learn to demonstrate real ROI from your website.   

   

	Learn to use web analytics data to help make strategic decisions and set corporate goals    
	
       Ask the right questions when planning your website    

    
	
       Recognize how your data reflects the perceptions of your customers, information on your competitors, and your marketing costs    

    
	
       Develop criteria for choosing an agency to help you interpret your data    

    
	
       Discover how successful your marketing efforts have been    

    
	
       Create a culture of analysis within your organization    

    


   "Relationship marketing continues to evolve in new and exciting ways, and Actionable Web Analytics provides a clear and concise guidebook for the marketing executive. Burby and Atchison have captured the essence of creating relationships online, which lead to meaningful customer dialogues, and then measuring the success of those efforts."
   —Lester Wunderman, Founder and Chairman Emeritus, Wunderman   

   "We have been fortunate enough during the past decade to see our business grow in parallel with and in partnership with the team at ZAAZ. As true thought leaders in the web analytics and marketing space, Burby and Atchison have captured the important issues facing marketers and business people every day and explained them eloquently in Actionable Web Analytics."
   —Josh James, CEO and Co-Founder, Omniture   

   "Burby and Atchison have spent close to a decade helping a wide variety of companies optimize their advertising spend, supersize their website value, and maximize their online marketing ROI. These guys are in an amazing position to help you figure out all of the above. But that's just the half of it. While their position is nice, their scary IQ, their awesome curiosity, and their uncanny ability to drill down to bona fide business value make this book a must read."
   —Jim Sterne, President of the Web Analytics Association and Producer of Emetrics Summit     

       About the Author
   

Jason Burby is Chief Analytics and Optimization Officer for ZAAZ, Inc., a web design and analytics consulting firm. His clients have included eTrade, Ford, Sony, PayPal/eBay, Washington Mutual, Reuters, T-Mobile, Levi Strauss, and Microsoft.   

   Shane Atchison, co-founder and CEO of ZAAZ, Inc., leads its long-term strategic vision of helping companies realize the potential of the Internet and its impact on their business. Among his client list have been Converse, Sony, Ford, Microsoft, and National Geographic.       
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DHTML Utopia Modern Web Design Using JavaScript & DOMSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2005
"Create Killer Websites Using the Power of Modern JavaScript"     DHTML Utopia is an easy-to-follow, step-by-step tutorial that will show you how to make your websites more slick, dynamic, and usable.
  Add dynamic interactivity to your website with DHTML by combining the power of JavaScript, Cascading Style Sheets(CSS), and...
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The Meltdown Years: The Unfolding of the Global Economic CrisisMcGraw-Hill, 2009
The Meltdown Years    offers the most lucid and useful explanation to    date about why home values, life savings, job    security, and investments around the world    are in peril.

Rather than focus on who is to blame,    though, author Wolfgang Münchau takes the    more practical approach of focusing on...
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PostScript(R)  Language Reference Manual (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1990
Programmers who specialize in PostScript, the page-description language, now have a newly updated reference guide for LanguageLevel 3. PostScriptÐ’® Language Reference starts off with a bit of history on the language and an overview of the new version. It goes on to cover basic topics such as raster output devices, scan conversion,...
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Managing And Customizing Opencms 6 Websites: Java/jsp Xml Content ManagementPackt Publishing, 2006
OpenCms is an open-source enterprise-grade content management system based on Java and XML technology, and is designed specifically for creating and maintaining websites. It provides a full set of tools for dealing with content creation, editorial workflow, publishing, and versioning.

The focus of this book is on using and administrating...
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Digital Control in Power Electronics (Synthesis Lectures on Power Electronics)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006

	This book presents the reader, whether an electrical engineering student in power electronics or a design engineer, some typical power converter control problems and their basic digital solutions, based on the most widespread digital control techniques. The presentation is focused on different applications of the same power converter...
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Bioinformatics: An Introduction (Computational Biology)Springer, 2009
Bioinformatics is interpreted as the application of information science to biology, in which it plays a fundamental and all-pervasive role. The field continues to develop intensively in both academia and commercially, and is highly interdisciplinary. This broad-ranging and thoroughly updated second edition covers new findings while retaining the...
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